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ABSTRACT

We compare the dynamics of maximal three-dimensional gauged supergravity
in appropriate truncations with the equations of motion that follow from a
one-dimensional E10/K(E10) coset model at the first few levels. The constant
embedding tensor, which describes gauge deformations and also constitutes an
M-theoretic degree of freedom beyond eleven-dimensional supergravity, arises
naturally as an integration constant of the geodesic model. In a detailed
analysis, we find complete agreement at the lowest levels. At higher levels
there appear mismatches, as in previous studies. We discuss the origin of
these mismatches.
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1 Introduction

It is well-known that the highest space-time dimension that allows a supergravity theory
is eleven [1]. Upon a torus reduction to lower dimensions, eleven-dimensional supergravity
[2] leads, in each space-time dimension 3 ≤ D ≤ 10, to a maximal supergravity theory
in which the scalars parametrize a coset manifold G/K(G), where K(G) is the maximal
compact subgroup of G [3]. For maximal supergravity in D = 3 dimensions, the rigid
symmetry group is the non-compact split real form of the largest exceptional Lie group
E8; all physical bosonic degrees of freedom reside in the coset space, with no propagating
gravitational degrees of freedom left. This theory was already constructed long ago [4,5];
however, its gauged versions, whose relation with the infinite-dimensional E10/K(E10)
coset model will be the focus of the present paper, were obtained only much more recently
[6, 7].
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The different duality groups G characterizing the coset manifolds are described by
Dynkin diagrams that are related to each other by deleting nodes (going up in dimension)
or adding nodes (going down in dimension). The three-dimensional case corresponds to
the group G = E8 which has a Dynkin diagram with 8 nodes. It has been suggested
that by reducing to even lower dimensions, 0 ≤ D ≤ 2, larger symmetry algebras may
emerge that correspond to Dynkin diagrams which are obtained by adding nodes to the
E8 diagram [8]. Such diagrams do not correspond to a finite number of symmetries, as
in the case of ordinary Lie groups, but instead lead to an infinite number of symmetries
corresponding to the infinite-dimensional groups E9 (D = 2), E10 (D = 1) and E11

(D = 0), respectively.

It has been conjectured that maximal supergravity in any dimension D ≤ 11, in-
dependent of any torus reduction, can be described in terms of E11 [9–11]. While this
conjecture works well (at low levels) as far as the kinematics is concerned, yielding the
correct bosonic multiplets of various maximal supergravities upon decomposition of E11

under its finite-dimensional subalgebras, the underlying dynamics is much less under-
stood. In this paper, we will therefore follow a different route, based on a conjecture
proposed and elaborated in [12,13], according to which the dynamics of any maximal su-
pergravity theory (or some M-theoretic extension thereof) is described by the equations
of motion of a one-dimensional sigma model over the coset space E10/K(E10). If these
equations are supplemented by coset constraints [14], one can establish a correspondence
between truncated versions of the coset equations on the one hand, and of the supergrav-
ity equations on the other. This correspondence can also be extended to the fermionic
sector such that the fermionic field equations can be reformulated to be covariant under
the coset model ‘R symmetry’ K(E10) [15–17].1

For carrying out the comparison one has to formulate both sides of the correspondence
appropriately. On the one hand one has to truncate the supergravity fields and break
space-time covariance by choosing an ADM gauge, in order to be amenable to a one-
dimensional language. On the E10 side, on the other hand, one has to perform a so-
called level decomposition with respect to the subgroup GL(D − 1) × GD, where GD

denotes the duality group in D dimensions. At low levels, the equations of motion of
the E10 model precisely match the equations of motion of (pure) supergravity truncated
to only a time-dependent, that is, one-dimensional system. This matching is in accord
with the (duality) symmetries expected to appear in lower dimensions. However, the
main challenge is to go beyond these low levels and to find an interpretation for the
infinite tower of representations appearing in the level decomposition of E10 and E11 (see
e.g. [20, 11]) also on the supergravity side.

As one attractive scenario it has been suggested [12, 20, 13] that the higher levels
encode the spatial gradients of the supergravity fields, and so by including all of these
states one should finally recover the full unrestricted supergravity in D dimensions or
an M-theoretic extension thereof. 2 While some intriguing confirmation has been found,
certain mismatches remain, such that a conclusive picture of how to identify the spatial
dependence within E10 and how to understand the emergence of a space-time field theory
from the one-dimensional sigma model is still lacking.

1An approach combining ideas of the E10 and E11 approaches has been explored in [18, 19].
2In the E11 approach some of the higher level states can be interpreted as dual representations of

lower level states [21].
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Another interpretation for part of the higher levels concerns certain mass deformations
of pure maximal supergravity. In [22] it has been shown that the massive Romans
supergravity in ten dimensions [23], which deforms type IIA supergravity by a mass
parameter m, is contained in the E10 model, upon taking a certain 9-form representation
into account (see also [24]). For the realization of massive type IIA supergravity within
the E11 approach see [25].

Apart from switching on spatial gradients and/or mass parameters, another direc-
tion will be explored in this paper, namely that of turning on gauge couplings. This
possibility relies on the recent realization that E11 and E10 contain information about
gauged supergravity via D- and (D − 1)-form representations [26–29].3 We will focus
on gauged supergravity in three dimensions, but our conclusions are expected to be of
general validity. The advantage of this case is that E8 is the largest finite-dimensional
duality group. As a consequence, the E10 equations of motion truncated to level ℓ = 0
already match ungauged supergravity reduced to a one-dimensional system. Thus, this
model allows a clear distinction between the ‘manifest’ aspects of the E10 conjecture at
level ℓ = 0 and the more speculative features related to higher levels, as spatial gradients
or gauge couplings. We will find surprising correpondences between both sides, but also
mismatches, which remain to be investigated further.

Let us emphasize the main features of our results, also reflecting the differences with
the E11 approach [9, 26, 29]. These are:

• There is no need to deform the E10 Lie algebra or the E10 Cartan form (e.g. by
modifying the derivative) in order to obtain agreement (as far as it goes) between
the equations of gauged D = 3 supergravity and the E10/K(E10) coset model.
Rather, the gauging appears exclusively as a consequence of ‘switching on’ certain
higher level degrees of freedom in the level expansion of the Cartan form and
the coset equations of motion. The relevant components of the embedding tensor
are in part beyond level ℓ = 3 in the SL(10) decomposition, hence cannot be
understood via Kaluza-Klein-type compactification from D = 11 supergravity (as
also emphasized in [26]).

• The absence of any deformation in the original coset model, in turn, is a direct con-
sequence of the fact that the correspondence works only if we adopt the temporal
gauge for all gauge fields, and in particular for the Chern-Simons gauge potential
Aµ

M (generalizing the pseudo-Gaussian gauge, i.e. vanishing shift, for the gravita-
tional degrees of freedom).

• We are here working in a Hamiltonian framework. This means that in addition to
the coset equations of motion (which are related to the evolution equations involving
time derivatives on the supergravity side) we need to impose certain canonical
constraints on the coset dynamics (corresponding to constraints on the initial data
on the supergravity side). The structure of these constraints was studied in [14],
and we here likewise find that the constraints can be written in a Sugawara-like
form in terms of the coset variables. One can also show that under (part of) E10

the constraints transform into one another, such that duality relates for instance
the diffeomorphism constraint and the quadratic constraint of gauged supergravity.

3The D-form representations only occur in the E11 approach.
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This feature is somewhat reminiscent of the L(Λ1) representation found in [29], but
the precise relation (if any) is not clear (e.g. in [14] the constraints were found not
to transform as a highest or lowest weight representation of the whole E10).

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we first summarize the E10/K(E10)
coset model. In particular, we derive the equations of motion at the lowest levels. In
section 3 we consider maximal gauged supergravity in three dimensions and its torus
reduction to one (time) dimension. Next, in section 4 we discuss the supergravity/E10

correspondence: its matches and mismatches. Finally, in section 5 we give our outlook
on the status of the E10 conjecture. We include two appendices summarizing some basic
properties of E8 and the details about the level decomposition of E10.

2 The E10/K(E10) coset model

In this section we introduce the E10/K(E10) coset model. In order to make contact with
three-dimensional gauged supergravity it proves convenient to write the generators of E10

in a SL(2, R) × E8(8) covariant form. We then analyze the one-dimensional coset model
in this language and derive the associated geodesic equations.

By e8 and e10 we always mean the split real forms (also denoted e8(8) and e10(10)) of
the corresponding complex Lie algebras. The Lie groups obtained by exponentiation of
the algebra elements are denoted E8 and E10. Sometimes the notation e8

++ and E8
++

is used, indicating that e10 is the ‘over-extension’ of e8 – the Dynkin diagram of e10 is
obtained by adding two extra nodes to that of e8, as can be seen from Figure 1.

2.1 Generalities about E10

We first briefly summarize some basic facts about E10. Its Lie algebra is characterized
by the Dynkin diagram given in Figure 1.

10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 1: The Dynkin diagram of E10 = E8
++

More precisely, the Lie algebra e10 of E10 is defined in terms of a 10 × 10 Cartan matrix
Aij (i, j = 1, . . . , 10), which can be read off from the Dynkin diagram as

Aij =











2 if i = j,

−1 if there is a line between nodes i and j,

0 otherwise.

(2.1)

The Lie algebra is then generated by multiple commutators of the ten basic triples of
generators {hi, ei, fi}. The hi are elements of the abelian Cartan subalgebra. The ei
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and fi are the positive and negative step operators. Their commutation relations (the
Chevalley relations) read

[hi, ej] = Aijej , [hi, fj ] = −Aijfj , [ei, fj] = δijhi (2.2)

(no summation). The multiple commutators are constrained by the Serre relations

(adei
)1−Aijej = 0 , (adfi

)1−Aijfj = 0 . (2.3)

Each Kac-Moody algebra admits an invariant Cartan-Killing form, which in the basis
introduced above reads

〈ei|fj〉 = δij , 〈hi|hj〉 = Aij . (2.4)

We note that the Cartan matrix Aij , and thereby the Cartan-Killing form on the Cartan
subalgebra, is of Lorentzian signature. This will later be used to define a null-geodesic
motion on the coset space E10/K(E10). We also need the Chevalley involution ω in
order to define the maximal compact subgroup K(E10) and its Lie algebra k(e10). The
Chevalley involution is defined by

ω(ei) = −fi , ω(fi) = −ei , ω(hi) = −hi . (2.5)

One then defines the (generalized) transpose of an e10 element x as xT = −ω(x). The
maximal compact subalgebra k(e10) is defined as the subalgebra of e10 that is pointwise
fixed by the Chevalley involution. Thus it consists of all elements x − xT . Similarly, we
define the coset e10 ⊖ k(e10) to be the subspace consisting of all elements x + xT . With
respect to the Cartan-Killing form, the maximal compact subalgebra k(e10) is negative-
definite, the coset e10 ⊖ k(e10) is almost positive-definite (there is one negative eigenvalue
of the Cartan-Killing metric in the Cartan subalgebra), and these two subspaces of e10

are orthogonal complements to each other.

2.2 Decomposition under SL(2, R) × E8

Any Kac-Moody algebra can be written as a direct sum of subspaces gℓ for all integers ℓ
such that

[gk, gℓ] ⊆ gk+ℓ. (2.6)

For k = 0, this gives a level decomposition of the adjoint representation of e10 under a
subalgebra g0, where we call ℓ the level of the elements in gℓ, and of the corresponding
g0 representation.

In order to make contact with three-dimensional supergravity we perform a level
decomposition of E10 with respect to the subgroup of spatial diffeomorphisms and the
duality group:

E10 ⊃ SL(2, R) × E8 . (2.7)

This corresponds to deleting the black node numbered 2 in the Dynkin diagram in figure 2.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 2: Level decomposition of E10 = E8
++. The grey nodes denote the duality group

E8, the black node is the deleted one and the white node denotes the SL(2, R) spacetime
subgroup.

Thus we consider the case where g0 = gl(2, R) ⊕ e8, where the enhancement from
sl(2, R) to gl(2, R) is due to the Cartan generator associated with the deleted node 2.
The representations occurring in this level decomposition can be calculated using the
computer program SimpLie [30]. Up to level ℓ < 3 we find the sl(2, R)⊕e8 representations
in Table 1, where we indicated the corresponding generators with their symmetries. We
denote by a, b = 1, 2 the fundamental indices of GL(2, R) and by A, B = 1, 2 . . . , 248
the adjoint indices of E8. The fields associated to the ℓ = 0 generators are the spatial
zweibein and the coset scalars. The ℓ = 1 fields can be interpreted as gauge vectors.
The interpretation of the ℓ = 2 fields will be discussed in section 4.3 (concerning the
embedding tensor components θ and Θ̃), where also some speculations will be made on
trombone gaugings. At the negative levels we have the conjugate representations, i.e.,
the transposed generators of those at the positive levels.

Level ℓ SL(2, R) × E8 representation Generator Interpretation

0 (1 ⊕ 3, 1) Ka
b spatial zweibein

(1, 248) tA scalars

1 (2, 248) Ea
A gauge vectors

2 (1, 1) E θ

(1, 3875) EAB = E(AB) Θ̃MN

(3, 248) Eab
A = E(ab)

A trombone gauging?

Table 1: SL(2, R) × E8 representations within E10 up to level 2.

Later we will split the E8 indices as

A → [IJ ], A, (2.8)

where I, J = 1, 2, . . . , 16 and A = 1, 2, . . . , 128 are vector and spinor indices, respec-
tively, of the maximal compact subalgebra k(e8) = so(16). This is in accordance with the
following decomposition of the adjoint e8 representation under the so(16) subalgebra

248 → 120 + 128 . (2.9)

As indicated in Table 1, the generator EAB is symmetric in the two adjoint E8 in-
dices. However, it also has to satisfy further conditions in order to belong to the 3875
representation; in particular it must be traceless. The necessary and sufficient condition
for this can be expressed as

PAB
CDECD = EAB, (2.10)
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where the explicit form of the projector PAB
CD has been determined in [31] and reads

PAB
CD = 1

7
δ(A

CδB)
D − 1

56
ηABηCD − 1

14
fE

A
(CfEB

D). (2.11)

Here f and η denote the E8 structure constants and the components of the Killing form,
respectively. These are given explicitly in appendix A.

At level ℓ = 0 we find a singlet plus the adjoint of sl(2, R) ⊕ e8. The first part,
(1 ⊕ 3, 1), can be seen as the adjoint of gl(2, R). The ℓ = 0 subalgebra reads

[tA, tB] = fAB
Ct

C , [Ka
b, Kc

d] = δc
bK

a
d − δa

dK
c
b. (2.12)

The Lie brackets that do not mix between positive and negative levels are entirely
fixed by representation theory and the graded structure (2.6). The commutators involv-
ing the ℓ = 0 generators just give the transformation character of the |ℓ| = 1, 2 generators
under gl(2, R)⊕e8. Since the generators at the negative levels transform in the conjugate
representations compared to the positive levels, they have their sl(2, R) indices down-
stairs instead. However, the position of the E8 indices is arbitrary in the definition of
the generators, since they can be raised and lowered by means of the e8 Killing form η,
which we describe in (A.2). We here define the generators on the negative levels by the
following action of the Chevalley involution:

ω(Ea
A) = −Fa

A (2.13)

at level ℓ = −1 and

ω(EAB) = −FAB, ω(E) = −F, ω(Eab
A) = −Fab

A (2.14)

at level ℓ = −2. We recall that the transpose then is defined as xT = −ω(x).

The commutators involving level zero are now given by

[tA, Ea
B] = fA

B
CEa

C, [tA, Fa
B] = fAB

CFa
C,

[Ka
b, Ec

A] = δc
bE

a
A, [Ka

b, Fc
A] = −δa

cFb
A,

[tA, EBC ] = 2fA
B
DECD, [tA, FBC] = 2fAB

DF CD,

[tA, Ecd
B] = fA

B
DEcd

D, [tA, Fcd
B] = fAB

DFcd
D,

[Ka
b, E] = δa

bE, [Ka
b, F ] = −δa

bF,

[Ka
b, EAB] = δa

bEAB, [Ka
b, FAB] = −δa

bF
AB,

[Ka
b, Ecd

A] = 2δc
bE

ad
A, [Ka

b, Fcd
A] = −2δa

cFbd
A. (2.15)

Here and troughout this paper, we use the convention of implicit (anti-)symmetrization
in indices. This means that the right hand side of any equation is always assumed to be
(anti-)symmetrized according to the left hand side. In (2.15) this convention concerns
the generators EAB and Eab

A at level ℓ = 2 (and their transposes at level ℓ = −2), which
are symmetric in the E8 and SL(2, R) indices, respectively (cf. table 1). For example,
the last equation in (2.15) should be read as

[Ka
b, Fcd

A] = −δa
cFbd

A − δa
dFbc

A. (2.16)
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Later, when we split the E8 indices as in (2.8), this convention will also concern antisym-
metric pairs [IJ ] of SO(16) vector indices.

We define the generators at level |ℓ| = 2 by the commutation relations

[Ea
A, Eb

B] = 1
2
εabηABE + εabEAB − fAB

CEab
C,

[Fa
A, Fb

B] = −1
2
εabη

ABF − εabF
AB − fAB

CFab
C. (2.17)

We will see below that this normalization is a convenient choice. Note that both equations
have a minus sign on the last term, but otherwise opposite signs on the right hand side.
This is necessary if we want FAB to be the transpose of EAB, that is, if we want to
obtain (2.14) from (2.13) using the homomorphism property of ω. The reason is that
fAB

C = −fAB
C for the e8 structure constants (see appendix A), whereas ηAB = ηAB and

δACδ
B
D = δA

CδB
D.

As we show in appendix B the Chevalley-Serre relations (2.2) and (2.3) lead to

[Ea
A, Fb

B] = δa
bfA

B
Ct

C + δA
BKa

b − δA
Bδa

bK, (2.18)

where we have set

K = Ka
a = K1

1 + K2
2. (2.19)

The remaining non-zero commutation relations up to level |ℓ| = 2 can be derived from
those above by the Jacobi identity. For completeness they are also given in appendix B.

We must define the Cartan-Killing form for the generators at level |ℓ| ≤ 2 in a way
such that (2.4) is satisfied after identifying the generators in the Chevalley basis (see
appendix B). This is achieved by the following normalization at level zero:

〈Ka
b|K

c
d〉 = δa

dδ
c
b − δa

bδ
c
d, 〈tA|tB〉 = ηAB, 〈Ka

b|t
A〉 = 0, (2.20)

which gives back the Cartan-Killing form for e8. For the levels |ℓ| = 1, 2 we now get

〈Ea
A|Fb

B〉 = δa
bδA

B, 〈EAB|F
CD〉 = 14 PAB

CD,

〈E|F 〉 = 1, 〈Eab
A|Fcd

B〉 = δa
cδ

b
dδA

B, (2.21)

and zero elsewhere, using the invariance of the bilinear form.

Taking x to be a basis element of e10 in the expressions x−xT and x + xT , we obtain
bases of k(e10) and the coset e10⊖k(e10), respectively. On the e8 subalgebra the Chevalley
involution acts as ω(tA) = −tA = −ηABtB. The transpose is then given by

(tA)T = tA. (2.22)

On the sl(2, R) subalgebra, the transpose is just the ordinary transpose,

(Ka
b)

T = Kb
a. (2.23)

Thus at level zero we define

JIJ = tIJ − tIJ = −2tIJ , J ab = Ka
b − Kb

a (2.24)
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as basis elements of k(e10) = so(16) and k(sl(2, R)) = so(2), respectively, which are the
level zero subalgebras of k(e10). Likewise, we define

SA = tA + tA = 2tA, Sab = Ka
b + Kb

a (2.25)

as basis elements of the coset e10 ⊖ k(e10) at level zero. Note that there is no JA or
SIJ ; the indices on JIJ and SA should not be considered as split E8 indices, but as pure
SO(16) indices. This means that we raise the vector indices I, J, . . . with the invariant
SO(16) metric δIJ , so that JIJ = J IJ . On the other hand, tIJ = −tIJ , since we consider
tIJ as an e8 element. (For the spinor indices A, B, . . ., upstairs and downstairs does not
matter.)

Leaving level zero, the basis elements of k(e10) and the coset will mix between positive
and negative levels so the graded structure (2.6) will not be preserved,

Sa
A = Ea

A + Fa
A, S = E + F,

Sab
A = Eab

A + Fab
A SAB = EAB + FAB.

J a
A = Ea

A − Fa
A, J = E − F,

J ab
A = Eab

A − Fab
A SAB = EAB − FAB. (2.26)

Computing the Cartan-Killing norm for these basis elements,

〈SA|SB〉 = 4δAB, 〈JIJ |JKL〉 = −8δIKδJL,

〈Sab|Scd〉 = 4(δacδbd − δabδcd), 〈J ab|J cd〉 = −4δacδbd,

〈Sa
A|S

b
B〉 = −〈J a

A|J
b
B〉 = 2δabδA

B, 〈SAB|SCD〉 = −〈JAB|JCD〉 = 28PAB
CD,

〈Sab
A|S

cd
B〉 = −〈J ab

A|J
cd

B〉 = 2δacδbdδA
B, 〈S|S〉 = −〈J |J 〉 = 2, (2.27)

we see that the subspace k(e10) is negative-definite and that e10⊖k(e10) is positive-definite
away from level zero. Although some of the equations above are written in E8 indices,
for convenience, the position of the indices shows that they are in fact not E8 covariant.
The E8 indices must be split into SO(16) indices in order to give covariant equations.

2.3 The non-linear sigma model

Following [12, 13] we now introduce a one-dimensional non-linear sigma-model based on
the coset E10/K(E10). The fields are represented by an E10 valued group element V(t),
depending on a parameter t. This group element is subject to global E10 transformations
from the left and to the local subgroup K(E10) from the right:

V −→ g V h(t) , g ∈ E10 , h(t) ∈ K(E10) . (2.28)

Consequently, the E10 invariant Maurer-Cartan forms are given by V−1∂tV. These can
be decomposed into compact and non-compact parts,

V−1∂tV = P(t) + Q(t) , P ∈ e10 ⊖ k(e10) , Q ∈ k(e10) . (2.29)
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While P and Q are E10 invariant, they transform under an infinitesimal local transfor-
mation δV = Vĥ, where ĥ ∈ k(e10), as

δQ = ∂tĥ + [Q, ĥ] , δP = [P, ĥ] , (2.30)

i.e. Q is a (composite) gauge connection, while P transforms covariantly. The invariant
action is then given by

S =
1

4

∫

dt n(t)−1〈P(t)|P(t)〉 , (2.31)

where 〈 | 〉 denotes the Cartan-Killing form on e10. Here, n(t) is the lapse function
establishing invariance under the one-dimensional diffeomorphisms

δξn = ξ∂tn + (∂tξ)n , δξP = ξ∂tP + (∂tξ)P . (2.32)

The equations of motion obtained from (2.31) are

n∂t(n
−1P(t)) + [Q(t),P(t)] = 0 , (2.33)

and the Hamiltonian constraint

〈P(t)|P(t)〉 = 0 , (2.34)

which imply together that the motion follows a null geodesic.

So far our discussion was rather general. We are now going to evaluate (2.31) for the
case we are interested in, namely maximal supergravity in D = 3. For this we use the
level decomposition of e10 with respect to sl(2, R)⊕e8 that we described in the preceding
section.

The local K(E10) invariance allows us to choose a suitable gauge for the E10-valued
group element V. In the Borel gauge, we can write V as a product

V = VℓV0 = eX(eheH), (2.35)

where Vℓ and V0 are group elements corresponding to ℓ > 0 and ℓ = 0, respectively. Thus
we can expand the corresponding algebra elements in the basis of e10 as

X = Am
MEm

M + Bmn
MEmn

M + BE + BMNEMN + · · · , (2.36)

h = ha
bKa

b , H = HAtA . (2.37)

Here and in the following, m, n, . . . = 1, 2 and M, N . . . = 1, 2, . . . , 248 denote curved
GL(2) and E8 indices, respectively. This means that they are ‘world’ indices indicating
rigid transformations from the left, while A and a are flat indices.

In (2.35), the ordering of the exponentials is fixed by the requirement that the fields
Am

M, etc. transform under the SL(2, R) according to their world indices m, n. In fact,
under (2.28) we have

V0 → gV0h(t) , Vℓ → gVℓg
−1 . (2.38)
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Therefore, parameterizing g = exp(Rm
nKm

n) and using gAmg−1 = AnRn
m, one finds

Am
′ = Rm

nAn , etc. , (2.39)

as required (where we have omitted the E8 indices). In the Borel gauge, P and Q have
the same components in the bases of k(e10) and the coset, except at level zero,

P = P ASA + 1
2
PabS

ab + Pa
ASa

A + Pab
ASab

A + PS + PABSAB,

Q = 1
2
QIJJIJ + 1

2
QabJ

ab + Pa
AJ a

A + Pab
AJ ab

A + PJ + PABJAB. (2.40)

We write V0 as a product of two ‘vielbeine’ exp h and expH, which are group elements
of gl(2, R) and e8, respectively. We denote the components of these group elements by
em

a and EM
A. Occasionally, we will denote the components of the inverses by ea

m and
EA

M. (The position of flat and curved indices thus keeps this notation unambiguous.)
Now we can write the components of P and Q, defined by (2.40), at level zero as

Pab = 1
2
(ea

m∂tem
b + eb

m∂tem
a), P A = 1

2
(E−1∂tE)A,

Qab = 1
2
(ea

m∂tem
b − eb

m∂tem
a), QIJ = 1

4
(E−1∂tE)IJ , (2.41)

and we obtain the level zero part of the Lagrangian,

L0 = n−1P AP A + 1
4
n−1(PabPab − PaaPbb). (2.42)

As we will see below, this precisely coincides with the truncation of ungauged supergravity
to a one-dimensional time-like system.

We now turn to the computation of the full Maurer-Cartan form, including also the
ℓ > 0 part. We then have

V−1∂tV = V0
−1∂tV0 + V0

−1(Vℓ
−1∂tVℓ)V0. (2.43)

The first term is the ℓ = 0 contribution which we used above. To evaluate the second
term we make use of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formulas

e−AdeA = dA + 1
2!

[dA, A] + 1
3!

[[dA, A], A]] + · · · ,

e−ABeA = B + [B, A] + 1
2!
[[B, A], A] + · · · ,

(2.44)

and find

V0
−1(Vℓ

−1∂tVℓ)V0 = ea
mEA

MDtAm
MEa

A + ea
meb

nEA
MDtBmn

MEab
C

+(det e)−1(DtBE + 14EA
MEB

NDtB
MNEAB). (2.45)

The determinant of the vielbein em
a appears since the level two fields B and BMN

transform with a nonzero weight under gl(2, R).4 In (2.45) we have introduced the

4More explicitly, the expansion gives

V−1

0
(DtBE)V0 = DtB

(

E − ha
b[K

b
a, E] + 1

2
ha

bh
c
d[K

b
a, [Kd

c, E]] + . . .
)

= DtBE
(

1 − ha
a + 1

2
(ha

a)2 + . . .
)

= (det e)−1DtBE .
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‘covariant derivatives’

DtAm
M = ∂tAm

M,

DtBmn
P = ∂tBmn

P + 1
2
fMN

PA(m
M∂tAn)

N ,

DtB = ∂tB − 1
4
εabηMNAm

M∂tAn
N ,

DtB
MN = ∂tB

MN − 1
2
εmn

PPQ
MNAm

P∂tAn
Q. (2.46)

Note that the e10 algebra leads to non-trivial Chern-Simons like terms inside the covariant
derivatives. For instance, acting with the group element

g = exp(Λm
MEm

M + ΛMNEMN + · · · ) (2.47)

on the coset representative (2.35) yields the following global symmetry transformation
on the fields

δΛAm
M = Λm

M , δΛBMN = ΛMN + 1
2
εmnΛm

PAn
Q

PPQ
MN , (2.48)

which leaves (2.46) invariant.

In order to project onto the non-compact part P(t), we have to replace x by 1
2
(x+xT ).

Then using (2.21) and inserting into (2.31) yields the sigma model Lagrangian

L = L0 + 1
8
n−1(gmnGMNDtAm

MDtAn
N + gmpgnqGMNDtBmn

MDtBpq
N )

+ 1
8
n−1(det g)−1(DtBDtB + 14GMPGNQDtB

MNDtB
PQ), (2.49)

where L0 now can be written as

L0 = 1
960

n−1∂tG
MN∂tG

PQGMPGNQ + 1
16

n−1∂tgmn∂tgpq(g
mpgnq − gmngpq) (2.50)

and we introduced the (inverse) ‘metrics’

gmn = ea
mea

n, GMN = EA
MEA

N . (2.51)

We stress that for the ‘E8 metric’, the contraction is not performed by means of the E8

invariant Cartan-Killing form, but instead with the ordinary delta symbol. Specifically,
in the SO(16) decomposition, this ‘metric’ (2.51) and its inverse read

GMN = 1
2
E IJ

ME IJ
N + EA

MEA
N ,

GMN = 1
2
EM

IJE
N

IJ + EM
AE

N
A , (2.52)

whereas the contraction with the (indefinite) Cartan-Killing metric (A.2) would give rise
to a relative minus sign between the two terms on the r.h.s., and simply reproduce the
Cartan-Killing metric: EM

AEN
B ηAB = ηMN . The equation (2.52) is consistent with the

local SO(16) symmetry, in accordance with the contraction over flat indices. Likewise,
the first equation in (2.51) is consistent with the local SO(2) symmetry.

We compare (2.49) with the expression for the Lagrangian that we get directly from
(2.31) and (2.40),

L = 1
4
n−1〈P|P〉 = L0 + 1

2
n−1(Pa

APa
A + Pab

APab
A + PP + 14PABPAB). (2.53)
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Here the contraction of E8 indices is again made with the delta symbol, as in (2.52).
Comparing the expressions (2.53) and (2.49), we see that the components of P are the
‘covariant derivatives’ in (2.46) converted to flat indices,

Pa
A = 1

2
ea

mEA
MDtAm

M, Pab
A = 1

2
ea

meb
nEA

MDtBmn
M,

P = 1
2
(det e)−1DtB, PAB = 1

2
(det e)−1EA

MEB
NDtB

MN . (2.54)

2.4 Equations of motion

We now work out the equations of motion that follow from the Lagrangian (2.33). In the
truncation to |ℓ| ≤ 2, they read

n∂t(n
−1Pab) = −2PacQbc − Pa

IJPb
IJ − 2Pa

APb
A − 2Pac

IJPbc
IJ − 4Pac

APbc
A

+ δab

[

Pc
IJPc

IJ + 2Pc
APc

A + 2Pcd
IJPcd

IJ + 4Pcd
APcd

A + 2PP

+ 7(P IJ KLP IJ KL + 4P A IJP A IJ + 4P ABP AB)
]

, (2.55a)

n∂t(n
−1P A) = 1

2
ΓIJ

AB(P BQIJ + Pa
BPa

IJ + Pab
BPab

IJ

+ 28P BCP IJ C + 14P B KLP IJ KL), (2.55b)

n∂t(n
−1Pa

A) = (Pab − Qab)Pb
A + 1

2
ΓIJ

AB(QIJPa
B + Pa

IJP B)

− 1
2
ΓIJ

AB(Pab
BPb

IJ + Pab
IJPb

B)

− εab(28P ABPb
B + 14P A IJPb

IJ + PPb
A), (2.55c)

n∂t(n
−1Pa

IJ) = (Pab − Qab)Pb
IJ − 4QIKPa

JK + ΓIJ
ABPa

AP B

− 4Pab
IKPb

JK − ΓIJ
ABPab

APb
B

− εab(28P IJ APb
A + 14P IJ KLPb

KL − PPb
IJ), (2.55d)

n∂t(n
−1Pab

A) = 2(Pac − Qac)Pcb
A + 1

2
QIJΓIJ

ABPab
B + 1

2
Pab

IJΓIJ
ABP B, (2.55e)

n∂t(n
−1Pab

IJ) = 2(Pac − Qac)Pcb
IJ − 4QIKPab

JK + ΓIJ
ABPab

AP B, (2.55f)

n∂t(n
−1P AB) = PaaP

AB + QIJΓIJ
ACP BC + P B IJΓIJ

ACP C, (2.55g)

n∂t(n
−1P A IJ) = PaaP

A IJ + 1
2
QKLΓKL

ABP B IJ − 4QKIP A KJ

+ 1
2
P IJ KLΓKL

ABP B + ΓIJ
BCP CP AB, (2.55h)

n∂t(n
−1P IJ KL) = PaaP

IJ KL − 4QMKP MLIJ − 4QMIP MJ KL

+ ΓIJ
ABP A KLP B + ΓKL

ABP A IJP B, (2.55i)

n∂t(n
−1P ) = PaaP. (2.55j)

In the above equations the irreducibility constraint (2.10) on the level two field PAB is
not spelled out explicitly, but see (3.9) and (3.10) below.
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The equations of motion can of course also be computed directly from the Lagrangian
(2.49), without using the commutation relations. By varying the level two fields, we get

0 = ∂t(n
−1gmpgnqGMNDtBpq

N ),

0 = ∂t(n
−1(det g)−1DtB),

0 = ∂t(n
−1(det g)−1GMPGNQDtB

PQ), (2.56)

and for the first level,

0 = 1
2
n−1(gmpgnqGPQfMN

PDtAn
NDtBpq

Q

− 1
2
εmnηMN (det g)−1DtAn

NDtB

− 14εmn(det g)−1GMPGNQDtAn
NDtB

PQ)

− 1
2
∂t

[

n−1(2gmnGMNDtAn
N − gmpgnqGPQfMN

PAn
NDtBpq

Q

+ 1
2
εmnηMN (det g)−1An

NDtB

+ 14εmn(det g)−1GMPGNQAn
NDtB

PQ)
]

. (2.57)

We use the equations (2.56) to rewrite the second half of (2.57),

n∂t(n
−1gmnGMNDtAn

N ) = gmpgnqGPQfMN
PDtAn

NDtBpq
Q

− 1
2
εmnηMN (det g)−1DtAn

NDtB

− 14εmn(det g)−1GMPGNQDtAn
NDtB

PQ. (2.58)

It is then straightforward to show that we get the same equations as above. The equations
(2.56) can also be used to rewrite the first half of (2.57), as we will see in section 4.3.

3 Gauged supergravity in three dimensions

In this section we review gauged three-dimensional supergravity in a formulation suitable
for comparison with the E10 analysis of the preceding section. The comparison will be
carried out in the next section.

The bosonic sector of ungauged maximal supergravity in three dimensions contains
128 propagating scalars transforming in the coset E8/(Spin(16)/Z2) and a vielbein eµ

α

that carries no dynamical degrees of freedom [4,5]. The scalars can also be described by
an (internal) vielbein which we denote by EMA (which was denoted VM

A in [7]).5 The
inverses will be written as eα

µ and EAM. The curved indices are written as Greek indices
µ, ν, . . . = (t, m) and the flat indices are α, β, . . . = 0, 1, 2. The E8 indices follow the
same conventions as before. We ignore fermions throughout the paper.

5Generally, we will use the ‘typewriter’ font for supergravity variables in order to distinguish them
from the corresponding E10 quantities.
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3.1 The Lagrangian

The construction of gauged three-dimensional supergravity where a subgroup G0 of the
global symmetry group E8 has been gauged proceeds via the introduction of gauge fields
Aµ

M in the adjoint of e8 such that one has the modified Maurer-Cartan forms [6, 7]6

E−1DµE = Qµ + Pµ = 1
2
QIJ

µ J IJ + PA
µS

A , (3.1)

where the gauge-covariant derivative is given by

E−1DµE = E−1∂µE + gAµ
MΘMN (E−1tNE) . (3.2)

The quantity ΘMN is the constant embedding tensor describing the generators of the
Lie algebra g0 ⊂ e8 in terms of e8 generators: XM = ΘMN tN . There are only dim(g0)
many non-vanishing XM but it is convenient to maintain an E8 covariant notation. In
such a notation, the embedding tensor is symmetric in its indices and transforms in the
3875⊕ 1 representation of E8. We will sometimes split it into its irreducible parts as

ΘMN = Θ̃MN + θ ηMN , (3.3)

where Θ̃ transform in the 3875, and θ is the singlet part.

Under infinitesimal local G0 transformations with parameter ΛMXM one has

δ Aµ
M = DµΛ

M ≡ ∂µΛM + gfMN
KΘNLAµ

LΛK , (3.4)

δ E = gΛMXM E , (3.5)

and the Maurer-Cartan form is invariant.

The bosonic Lagrangian of three-dimensional maximal gauged supergravity is [6, 7]

L = e
(

1
4
R − Pµ

APµA − V
)

+ LCS, (3.6)

with e = det(eµ
α) and the Chern-Simons term

LCS = −1
4
gεµνρΘMNAµ

M∂νA
N
ρ − 1

12
g2εµνρΘMNΘPQfMP

RAµ
NAν

QAρ
R . (3.7)

Since there is no kinetic term for them, the gauge fields Aµ
M do not contain propagating

degrees of freedom. The gauging also introduces an indefinite scalar potential. In order
to write it out, one introduces the so-called T-tensor that transforms in the 3875 of E8,
and is defined by

T̃AB = EMAE
N

BΘ̃MN . (3.8)

The field dependent T-tensor is thus the E8 rotated version of the (constant) embedding
tensor Θ̃MN . Note that here we have defined the T-tensor only with respect to 3875, in
contrast to [7]. The fact that T̃ transforms in the 3875 implies that it has the components

A1
IJ = −δIJθ + 1

7
T̃IK JK ,

A2
IȦ = −1

7
ΓJ

AȦT̃IJ A,

A3
ȦḂ = 2δȦḂθ + 1

48
ΓIJKL

ȦḂT̃IJ KL, (3.9)

6We reiterate that we have changed the normalization of the generators of the coset generators
SA = 2Y A, J IJ = −2XIJ compared to the generators used in [6,7]. Also the space-time signature here
is (− + +), opposite to that used there. The convention for the Levi-Civita symbol is ε012 = +1.
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corresponding to the decomposition

3875 → 135 ⊕ 1820 ⊕ 1920 (3.10)

of this E8 representation under SO(16) [7]. Here A1
IJ is symmetric, A1

IJ = A1
(IJ) and

A2
IȦ traceless, that is ΓI

AȦA2
IȦ = 0. The potential then is the sum of two parts [7], one

negative-definite and the other positive-definite,

V = 1
8
g2(−A1

IJA1
IJ + 1

2
A2

IȦA2
IȦ). (3.11)

Note that there is no contribution involving AȦḂ
3 . Alternatively, the potential can be

written in the form

V = 1
32

g2GMN ,KLΘMNΘKL , (3.12)

where [32]

GMN ,KL = 1
14
GMKGNL + GMKηNL − 3

14
ηMKηNL − 4

6727
ηMNηKL (3.13)

with the metric GMN defined in (2.52), but here with respect to the supergravity E8

vielbein EMA. Inserting (3.9) into (3.11), and using the relations (A.7) (which follow
from the fact that T̃ transform in the 3875 representation) we get yet another expression
for the potential,

V = 1
112

g2(3T̃ABT̃AB + T̃A IJ T̃A IJ − T̃IJKLT̃IJKL) − 2g2θ2. (3.14)

Both (3.12) and (3.14) will be used for the comparison with the E10 sigma model. Note,
however, that in this form the decomposition (3.10) is only implicit.

3.1.1 Equations of motion

Varying (3.6) with respect to the gauge field one obtains the following non-abelian duality
relation

e−1εµνρΘMNFνρ
N = −4ΘMNE

N
AP

µA , (3.15)

in terms of the non-abelian field strength

Fµν
M = ∂µAν

M − ∂νAµ
M + gΘPQfMP

RAµ
QAν

R . (3.16)

We stress that the summation in (3.15) is only over the coset indices A and not over the
whole E8. The Einstein equation can be written as

Rµν = 4 Pµ
APν

A + 4 gµνV , (3.17)

where, again, the summation only is over the SO(16) spinor indices.

For the scalars, we first consider only the positive term in (3.11), and its variation
along the coset,

δ(A2
IȦA2

IȦ) = 1
14

ΓIJ
AB(2T̃AC T̃IJ C + T̃A KLT̃IJ KL)(E−1δE)B. (3.18)
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Since we also have

δ(Pµ
APµA) = Pµ

A∂µ(E−1δE)A + 1
2
Qµ

IJΓIJ
ABP

µB(E−1δE)A, (3.19)

it follows that the scalar equation of motion, without the contribution from the negative
term in the potential, becomes

e−1∂µ(ePµA) = 1
2
ΓIJ

AB(Qµ
IJPµB − 1

56
g2T̃BC T̃IJ C − 1

112
g2T̃B KLT̃IJ KL) + . . . (3.20)

For the negative-definite part in (3.11) we have

δ(A1
IJA1

IJ) = 1
14

ΓIJ
AB(−3T̃AC T̃IJ C + 2T̃A KLT̃IJ KL)(E−1δE)B. (3.21)

Thus the full equation of motion for the scalars reads

e−1∂µ(ePµA) = 1
2
ΓIJ

AB(Qµ
IJPµB + 1

14
g2T̃BC T̃IJ C − 3

112
g2T̃B KLT̃IJ KL). (3.22)

This rewritten form of the equations of motion of [6, 7] is convenient for the comparison
with the E10 sigma model.

3.1.2 Constraints

From the form of the Maurer-Cartan form (3.1) one deduces the following integrability
relations

gFµν
MΘMNE

N
AtA = 2∂[µPν] + 2∂[µQν] + [Qµ + Pµ, Qν + Pν ] . (3.23)

Using the duality relation (3.15) this can be rewritten as a relation expressed solely in
terms of P, Q and the embedding tensor as

2∂[µPν] + 2∂[µQν] = − [Qµ + Pµ, Qν + Pν ]

+ egερ
µνT̃A IJPρ

AtIJ + 2egερ
µνT̃ABPρ

AtB + 2egερ
µνθPρ

AtA . (3.24)

The equation (3.24) is the deformation of the usual integrability constraint of non-linear
sigma models in the presence of gauging. In addition there are three-dimensional Bianchi
constraints, viz.

ΘMND[µFνρ]
N = 0 (3.25)

for the gauge field and for the gravity sector

R[µν ρ]σ = 0 . (3.26)

Finally, the embedding tensor is subject to linear and quadratic constraints [6, 7].
The linear constraint arises from supersymmetry and implies that it transforms in the
1 ⊕ 3875 part of the symmetric tensor product of two 248 representations, so that the
27000 is absent. This constraint leads to the relations (A.7) that we already used in
(3.14) and (3.22) to simplify expressions involving the T tensor. The quadratic constraint
reads

QMN ,P ≡ ΘKPΘL(MfKL
N ) = 0 . (3.27)

As we will see in section 3.2, further constraints on the fields arise when some of the
gauge freedom has been fixed.
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3.1.3 Reformulation with deformation and top-form potentials

Here we briefly introduce a reformulation of gauged supergravity with so-called deforma-
tion and top-form potentials [33, 28], which will be useful for the interpretation of the
E10 equations below. These potentials are part of a tensor hierarchy introduced in [34]
and can be viewed as Lagrange multipliers enforcing the constancy of the embedding ten-
sor and the quadratic constraint. Denoting the deformation two-form by Bµν

MN and the
top-form by Cµνρ

MN ,P , which respectively transform in the 1⊕3875 and 3875⊕147250
representations of E8 [33, 28], one has

Ltot = Lg + 1
4
gεµνρDµΘMNBνρ

MN − 1
6
g2ΘKPΘL(MfKL

N )ε
µνρCµνρ

MN ,P , (3.28)

where the embedding tensor now satisfies only the linear constraint. Here we have written
a covariant derivative on ΘMN ,

DµΘMN = ∂µΘMN + 2gAµ
PΘKPΘL(MfKL

N ) . (3.29)

The second term vanishes identically upon use of the quadratic constraint, whence the
equations of motion imply that Θ is constant (and not just covariantly constant). Since
the space-time dependent embedding tensor is now a dynamical field, it possesses its
own equations of motions, which can be viewed as duality relations between the 2-form
potential and the embedding tensor [33,32]. Below we will see that an analogous relation
follows naturally from the sigma model equations of motion, with the E10 field BMN

interpreted as (the Hodge dual of) the spatial part of the deformation potential. By
contrast, in the E11 approach of [29] both Bµν

MN and Cµνρ
MN ,P appear in the decom-

position of E11, whereas the embedding tensor must be introduced as an ‘extraneous’
object to parametrize the deformation of the derivative in the Cartan form.

3.2 Dimensional reduction to D = 1

We now effectively reduce the three-dimensional gauged supergravity theory to a one-
dimensional time-like system. For this we perform the ADM-like split of the vielbein

eµ
α =

(

N 0
0 em

a

)

, (3.30)

in which everything depends only on one coordinate x0 = t and we have split curved
indices as µ = (t, m) and flat ones as α = (0, a) (with signature (− + +)). Here we
have chosen a gauge with vanishing shift Nm, which turns out to be necessary in order
to match the E10 coset. As stressed before, gauge fixing is crucial for comparing the E10

sigma model to supergravity. The field em
a denotes the internal ‘spatial’ vielbein, i.e. an

element of GL(2, R)/SO(2). The three-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian in (3.6)
can be rewritten up to a total derivative as

1
4
eR = − 1

16
eΩαβ γΩαβ γ + 1

8
eΩαβ γΩβγ α + 1

4
eΩαβ

βΩαγ
γ , (3.31)

where Ωαβ γ are the coefficients of anholonomy:

Ωαβ γ = eα
µeβ

ν(∂µeνγ − ∂νeµγ) . (3.32)
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The only non-vanishing components in the strict reduction to D = 1 are

Ωa0 b = −Ω0a b = −N−1ea
m∂temb =: −N−1hab , (3.33)

where we have introduced the gl(2, R)–valued current hab converted into flat indices.
The current has both a symmetric and an antisymmetric part, hab = Pab + Qab. Inserting
into the Einstein-Hilbert action, one finds that the antisymmetric part cancels and the
resulting expression is

e−1LEH = 1
4
N−2 (PabPab − PaaPbb) . (3.34)

On the other hand, the E8 valued fields are all scalars and trivially reduce according
to E(x) → E(t). Using e = det(eµ

α) = N det(em
a), one finds in total for the case of

ungauged supergravity

LD=1
g=0 = n−1Pt

APt
A + 1

4
n−1 (PabPab − PaaPbb) , (3.35)

where we have defined the quantity

n = N(det(em
a))−1 . (3.36)

Evidently, (3.35) has exactly the same form as the level zero Lagrangian (2.42).

We turn now to gauged supergravity. For the reduction of the tensor fields we choose
a temporal gauge

At
M = 0 , Btm

MN = 0 , Ctmn
MN ,P = 0 . (3.37)

Reducing the action (3.28) of gauged supergravity to D = 1, we then find

LD=1
g = LD=1

g=0 − n−1N2gmn[E−1DmE]
A[E−1DnE]

A − n−1N2V (3.38)

+1
4
gεmnAm

MΘMN∂tAn
N + 1

4
gεmnDtΘMNBmn

MN .

Here, DmE denotes the spatial part of the gauge-covariant derivative, which in the case
of pure time dependence reads

E−1DmE = gAm
MΘMNE

−1tNE . (3.39)

The appearance of the gauge vector here is the only remnant of the gauging in the
scalar kinetic terms. In fact, the gauge choices (3.37) have the advantage that the time
component of the gauge covariant derivatives in D = 1 collapses, e.g.

E−1DtE ≡ E−1∂tE . (3.40)

Similarly, the cubic term in the reduction of the Chern-Simons term disappears as well as
the top-form potential term enforcing the quadratic constraint. That the Maurer-Cartan
forms are unchanged is essential for the comparison with the E10 model in its original
form.
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When fixing gauges one should not forget the equations of motion (constraints) result-
ing from varying with respect to the temporal components of the gauge fields in (3.37).
They read from (3.15) and (3.28)

CM := n−1εmnΘMNFmn
N + 4ΘMNE

N
APt

A = 0 , (3.41)

Cm
MN := n−1gεmnDnΘMN = 0 , (3.42)

CMN ,P := g2ΘKPΘL(MfKL
N ) = 0 . (3.43)

As constructed, the constraints for Btm
MN and Ctmn

MN ,P correspond to the (spatial)
constancy of the embedding tensor and the quadratic constraint. Below we will interpret
the temporal constancy of ΘMN as an equation of motion rather than as a constraint.

3.3 Beyond dimensional reduction

The E10 model also takes into account terms that are beyond dimensional reduction to
D = 1 [12,13]. Therefore we also need to keep track of terms that arise from spatial gra-
dients and contribute to the equations of motion. Instead of writing out all the resulting
equations we illustrate the procedure in the example of equation (3.24). Considering the
equation in flat spatial indices and split into so(16) and coset components we find for the
(α, β) = (0, a) component

∂0Qa
IJ − ∂aQ0

IJ = −4Q0
[I|KQJ ]K

a − ΓIJ
ABPa

AP0
B

− N−1(Qab + Pab)Qb
IJ − egεabT̃

A IJPb
A, (3.44)

∂0Pa
A − ∂aP0

A = 1
2
Q0

IJΓIJ
ABPa

B − 1
2
Qa

IJΓIJ
ABP0

B

− N−1(Qab + Pab)Pb
A + egεab(T̃

AB + δABθ)Pb
B . (3.45)

In analogy with these equations spatial dependence can be retained systematically in all
equations.

4 The supergravity/E10 correspondence

In this section we compare (a certain truncation) of supergravity to the E10 coset model.
First, as a consistency check, we compare the dynamics of ungauged supergravity with
only time dependence to the ℓ = 0 truncation of the E10 equations of motion. Then,
in section 4.2, we discuss ungauged supergravity with the inclusion of certain spatial
gradients, that should be related to the ℓ = 1 truncation of the E10 theory. An alternative
interpretation of the ℓ = 1 state is as a gauge vector and so we discuss a possible relation
between gauged supergravity and E10 in section 4.3. Finally, we analyze the possible
E10 interpretation of the gauge constraints and quadratic constraints on the supergravity
side in section 4.4.
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4.1 Ungauged supergravity in D = 1

The equations of motion of ungauged supergravity reduced to only time dependence
follow from the Lagrangian displayed in (3.35). As this Lagrangian is identical to the
ℓ = 0 part of the Lagrangian of the E10 sigma model derived in (2.42) and depends on
the same fields, the associated dynamics agrees trivially. The ‘dictionary’ which achieves
this correspondence at level ℓ = 0 reads

n(t) ≡ n(t) , Pab(t) ≡ Pab(t) , Qab(t) ≡ Qab(t) ,

P A(t) ≡ Pt
A(t) , QIJ(t) ≡ Qt

IJ(t) , (4.1)

where n(t) is defined in (3.36). Here, we have displayed the coset quantities on the left
hand side and the supergravity variables on the right hand side – one can also write the
correspondence in terms of the coset elements as

em
a(t) ≡ em

a(t) , EM
A(t) ≡ EMA(t) . (4.2)

The only equation besides the equations of motion here is the Hamiltonian constraint
and it is mapped to the null condition of the geodesic.

When relaxing the strict dimensional reduction we will retain this dictionary except
that we will interpret the supergravity variables to be the values at a fixed spatial point
x0, so that the dictionary modifies to

n(t) ≡ n(t, x0) , Pab(t) ≡ Pab(t, x0) , Qab(t) ≡ Qab(t, x0) ,

P A(t) ≡ Pt
A(t, x0) , QIJ(t) ≡ Qt

IJ(t, x0) , (4.3)

or, in terms of the coset variables,

em
a(t) ≡ em

a(t, x0) , EM
A(t) ≡ EMA(t, x0) . (4.4)

4.2 Level ℓ = 1 as spatial gradient

Let us now turn on the fields at level ℓ = 1 of the coset model. One possible interpretation
here is that this corresponds to a spatial gradient — in contrast to the interpretation as
a gauge vector, which we will discuss in the next section. For the investigation of spatial
gradients it turns out to be useful to compare both sides of the correspondence not at
the level of the elementary fields but instead at the level of the derived object P that
carries flat indices. By studying the Einstein equation (2.55a) and the equations of level
ℓ = 1, (2.55c) and (2.55d), one finds after comparison with (3.17), (3.44) and (3.45) that
the dictionary on this level is

Pa
A(t) ≡ Nεab Pb

A(t,x0) , Pa
IJ(t) ≡ −Nεab Qb

IJ(t,x0) . (4.5)

This choice together with (4.1) makes the sigma model equations match largely with
the supergravity equations in the absence of gauging, where now the equations of mo-
tion at ℓ = 1 correspond to the integrability constraints (3.44) and (3.45) of the three-
dimensional theory. There are, however, terms that do not quite match. First of all, the
equation of motion (2.55a) gets translated into

Rab = 2 Pa
APb

A + Qa
IJQb

IJ (4.6)
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if spatial gradients of the spin connection are truncated as usual in such correspon-
dences [13]. This is not the correct Einstein equation, see (3.17), in that the coefficient
of Pa

APb
A is 2 rather than 4 and that there is an extra term proportional to Q2. The first

problem is immediately related to a similar discrepancy in the D = 11 interpretation of
the E10 model [13] where one contribution to the only spatial derivatives in the curvature
term in D = 11 was missing.7 After reduction to D = 3 this problem gets shifted into
the scalar sector which explains why the scalar energy-momentum tensor does not have
the right coefficient. The Q2 term arises in a similar way in the sigma model and has no
counterpart in supergravity (where it would violate the invariance under local SO(16)).
The same term was already noticed in [35].

It is noteworthy that there are no difficulties with the spatial curvature in D = 3
since the problematic term vanishes completely due to our gauge choice. Indeed, one has
that the full spatial anholonomy is given by

Ωab c = −εabεcdΩde e . (4.8)

Since we always choose the trace Ωde e to vanish, the full spatial anholonomy vanishes
in D = 3 and gives no contribution to the Ω2 terms in Rab. In other words, in this
gauge choice there is no dual graviton in agreement with its absence in the table of
representations of E10 under SL(2, R) × E8 (table 1).8

The final equation of motion to be compared is the equation of motion for the scalars,
(2.55b) on the E10 side and (3.22) on the supergravity side. Here, we find agreement in
the absence of gauging.

We would like to comment on the interpretation of the dictionary (4.5). One can
introduce dual vector fields to the E8 coset scalars also in the absence of gauging, similar
to the duality relation (3.15). These vector fields are the ones that appear in coset
element (2.36) at level ℓ = 1.

4.3 Level ℓ = 2 and gauged supergravity

In this section we turn to gauged supergravity. First, we employ the interpretation that
the level ℓ = 1 field is not related to (spatial derivatives of) scalars prior to any gauging,
but instead the genuine gauge field to be introduced on top of the scalars. According to
this picture we will compare to a purely time-like truncation. As the level ℓ = 2 fields
naturally encode the gauging, they will be used at the same time. In a second step we
consider the inclusion of spatial gradients in the presence of gauging. For this we will
discuss the extension of the dictionary (4.3) and (4.5) to level ℓ = 2.

We start from the gauged supergravity action (3.38), reduced to one dimension. Since
on the E10 side there is no analogue of the zero-component of the gauge field Aµ

M, we use

7More precisely, the spatial Ricci tensor Rab in D = 11 has contributions (eq. (4.81) in [13]) of the
form

1

4
Ωcd aΩcd b −

1

2
Ωac dΩbc d −

1

2
Ωac dΩbd c (4.7)

and it is the last term which is not reproduced by the sigma model. But it contributes to the scalar
energy-momentum tensor in lower dimensions.

8Since gravity in D = 3 is not propagating one would not have expected a dual graviton.
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the gauge-fixing condition At
M = 0. Moreover, it turns out to be convenient to rewrite

the action entirely in terms of the E8 ‘metric’ GMN . For this we use the identity

EMAE
NA = 1

2

(

GMN + ηMN
)

, (4.9)

which follows from the fact that the Cartan-Killing metric ηMN differs from GMN by a
relative sign in the non-compact part. The Lagrangian (3.38) reads

LD=1
g = LD=1

g=0 − 1
8
g2egmn(GMN + ηMN )ΘMKΘNLAm

KAn
L − eV (4.10)

+1
4
gΘMNεmnAm

M∂tAn
N .

For convenience we have here used the conventional formulation without deformation
potential, as the field equations merely relate this potential to the embedding tensor. In
contrast, the analogous equations on the E10 side introduce the embedding tensor.

The ‘Einstein’ equations obtained by varying with respect to the spatial gmn read

δL0

δgmn
+ 1

2
egmnV

+ 1
16

g2e(GMN + ηMN )ΘMKΘNL

(

gmng
klAk

KAl
L − 2Am

KAn
L
)

= 0 ,

(4.11)

while for the scalar equations we find

δL0

δGMN
− 1

8
g2egmnΘMKΘNLAm

KAn
L

− 1
7·32eg

2GKLΘMKΘNL − 1
16
eg2ηKLΘMKΘNL = 0 ,

(4.12)

using the explicit form of the scalar potential in (3.13). Here we do not write out the
variation of L0, since we verified already that this Lagrangian coincides on both sides of
the correspondence. Finally, varying with respect to the non-propagating vector fields
Am

M yields the one-dimensional form of the duality relation,

gΘMNεmn∂tAn
N + 1

2
g2e(GKL + ηKL)gmnΘMKΘNLAn

N = 0 . (4.13)

At first sight these equations are rather different from the sigma model equations,
which are given by

δL0

δgmn
+ 1

8
n−1GMN∂tAm

M∂tAn
N

+ 1
8
n−1(det g)−1gmn

(

DtBDtB + 14GMPGNQDtB
MNDtB

PQ
)

= 0 ,

δL0

δGMN
+ 1

8
n−1gmn∂tAm

M∂tAn
N + 14

4
n−1(det g)−1GKLDtB

MKDtB
NL = 0

(4.14)

for the ℓ = 0 fields, and by (2.56) and (2.58) for the higher-level fields. Consistent with
the field equations, we set in the following DtBmn

M = 0, since their meaning will be
discussed below.

We will see that the equations on both sides are more closely related, if one uses
the observation that in D = 1 second-order equations can be integrated to first-order
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equations. For instance, the equation (2.56) gives rise to integration constants which can
be identified with the components of the embedding tensor,

n−1(det g)−1DtB = c1gθ ,

n−1(det g)−1GMPGNQDtB
PQ = c2gΘ̃MN ,

(4.15)

where c1 and c2 are two arbitrary constants. This allows to almost recover the duality
relation (4.13) from the E10 equations of motion (2.58). First, (2.58) may be rewritten
as

∂t

(

n−1gmnGMN∂tAn
N + 1

2
c1gεmnηMN θAn

N + 14c2gεmnΘ̃MNAn
N

)

= 0 . (4.16)

Therefore, it can be integrated to the first-order equation

n−1gmnGMN∂tAn
N = gεmnΘMNAn

N + Ξm
M . (4.17)

Here we have chosen the free constants to be c1 = 2 and c2 = 1/14 in order to conve-
niently combine the irreducible parts of the embedding tensor into ΘMN according to [7].
Moreover, Ξm

M denotes an integration constant. This integration constant cannot be set
to zero without breaking the symmetries. The situation is analogous to the integration
leading to the embedding tensor ΘMN in (4.15), which generically breaks the global E8

symmetry once ΘMN is constant. Correspondingly, the E10 shift symmetry leaves this
first-order equation only invariant if the integration constant also transforms as a shift,

δΛΞm
M = −gεmnΘMNΛn

N , (4.18)

which is consistent with the time-independence of Ξ. Thus, fixing it to any specific value
(as zero) breaks the symmetry, and in this sense supergravity may at best be viewed as
a broken phase of E10. After setting Ξ = 0 and contracting with ΘMN , (4.17) implies

gΘMNεmn∂tAn
N + g2eNGKLgmnΘMKΘNLAn

N = 0 , (4.19)

which coincides with the duality relation (4.13) from supergravity up to the replacement
GMN → 1

2
(GMN + ηMN ).

Finally, insertion of (4.15) and (4.19) into the equations of motion (4.14) for gmn and
GMN as obtained from E10 yields

δL0

δgmn
+ 1

8
g2eGMNΘMKΘNL

(

gmng
klAk

KAl
L − Am

KAn
L
)

+ 1
2
g2egmn

(

1
56
GMKGNLΘ̃MN Θ̃KL + θ2

)

= 0 ,

δL0

δGMN
− 1

8
g2egmnΘMKΘNLAm

KAn
L − 1

56
g2eGKLΘ̃MKΘ̃NL = 0 .

(4.20)

Here, we have used (3.36) and (4.3). By comparing (4.20) with (4.11) and (4.12) we
observe that the equations are structure-wise the same, but differ in the details. For one
thing, on the E10 side we generically have just GMN instead of 1

2
(GMN + ηMN ). Apart

from that, the indefinite contributions to the supergravity potential are not reproduced,
but only the leading term quadratic in GMN .
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Let us now inspect the simultaneous inclusion of gauge couplings and spatial gradients.
As before this requires an analysis at the level of P that carries flat indices. Specifically,
we can supplement the dictionary (4.3) and (4.5) with

PAB(t) ≡ 1
28

NgT̃AB(t,x0), P (t) ≡ Ngθ(t,x0) (4.21)

on level ℓ = 2. This dictionary is derived from the integrability conditions (3.44)–(3.45)
such that they match exactly the common terms in the equations (2.55d)–(2.55c) for E10

(the terms involving QIJ
a do not match just as in the Einstein equation (4.6)). Moreover,

we have ‘covariantized’ the dictionary since it only fixes P AB and P A IJ , but not P IJ KL.
However, using the dictionary (4.21) in the Einstein equation one finds that the scalar

potential is not reproduced correctly. The terms coming from the positive definite (AIȦ
2 )2

contribution in (3.11), however, appear precisely in the E10 Einstein equation. If we only
consider the terms in the scalar equation of motion arising from the positive definite part,
then the dictionary (including also P IJKL) gives the correct relative coefficients, but the
overall coefficient is wrong. This can be seen by comparing (3.20) and (2.55b). For the
full potential we find disagreement since the potential is not positive-definite, unlike the
Cartan-Killing form used on the E10 side, and one can see that there is no choice for the
dictionary such that all equations match. In addition, it is not the case that E10 predicts
a different potential. Rather, the scalar dependence in the E10 equations is such that it
cannot be integrated to a corresponding single scalar potential in a D = 3 field theory. To
summarize, while there is no precise agreement between the corresponding equations, the
E10 model predicts and provides an embedding tensor in the correct E8 representation,
which in the present truncation is forced to be constant by the geodesic equations. It is
noteworthy that the E10 model naturally contains both the constant embedding tensor
and the scalar field dependent T -tensor via dressing with the level zero vielbein.

Finally, we comment on the meaning of the field Bmn
M, which we truncated so far.

One possible interpretation might be as a spatial gradient. Another attractive scenario
is that it is related to a novel type of gauging, the so-called trombone gauging, which
has recently appeared in the literature [36]. This gauging gives rise to embedding tensor
components ΘM, and it has been noted that they are in one-to-one correspondence
with certain mixed Young tableaux representations within E11 and E10 [36]. Applied to
D = 3 these degenerate to the symmetric Bmn

M and so one might hope to interpret
this as a trombone gauging. However, given the ambiguity of the possible interpretations
encountered so far, we postpone a detailed analysis of this proposal to future work.

4.4 Quadratic and gauge constraints

We now turn to a discussion of the constraint equations that supplement the dynamical
equations discussed so far. From the E10 point of view these have to be considered
as additional constraints on the geodesic. In [14] it has been shown that the constraint
equations in maximal eleven-dimensional supergravity can be consistently imposed on the
geodesic and are weakly conserved as the system evolves. Furthermore, the constraints
there followed an intriguing pattern, displaying a certain grading property reminiscent of
a Sugawara-type construction in terms of bilinear products of conserved currents. Here,
we will encounter a similar phenomenon which extends up to the quadratic constraint,
probing generators of E10 beyond the analysis carried out in [14].
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Besides the Hamiltonian constraint, the constraint equations which have to be studied
in the present context are

(i) the diffeomorphism constraint (the (0a) component of the Einstein equation (3.17)),

(ii) the Gauss constraint (3.41) or (3.24),

(iii) the spatial constancy of ΘMN (3.42) and

(iv) the quadratic constraint (3.43) of standard gauging and possibly trombone gauging.

The first one arises from gauge fixing the shift vector Na = 0, whereas the other three
are all consequences of adopting the temporal gauges (3.37) for the tensors of gauged
supergravity. There are no additional Bianchi type constraints as there were for D = 11
supergravity in [14] since these vanish identically in D = 3. For example, the equation
D[aFbc]

M = 0 is fulfilled trivially since there are no three distinct spatial indices a, b, c.

Analyzing the four constraint equations with the use of the dictionaries derived in
(4.1), (4.5) and (4.15), and using the duality relation (3.15), one finds that they have the
schematic form

Ca = Pa
AP A ,

CA = PABP B + fA
BCε

abPa
BPb

C ,

Ca
AB = f (A

CDP B)CPa
D ,

CAB,C = P CDP E(AfDE
B) , (4.22)

in flat indices (where the SO(16) spinor indices A and B should not be confused with
the adjoint E8 indices A and B). The important feature of these equations is the tensor
structure and the fact that the levels of the P components occurring on the right hand side
always add up to the same number in each constraint. In this way one can assign to the
four equations the ‘levels’ ℓ = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, since in the first one the combinations
are P (0)P (1) up to P (2)P (2) in the last equation. Furthermore, they transform (after
conversion to curved indices) in the GL(2, R) × E8 representations indicated. As in
[14] we can thus bring the above constraints into a Sugawara-like form by switching to
curved indices m, n, . . . and M,N , . . . , and by replacing the P ’s by the corresponding
components of the conserved E10 Noether current.

In [14] it was also noted that the representation content of the graded constraints
is very similar to that of a specific highest weight representation of E10, sometimes
called L(Λ1) as it is the highest weight module with highest weight corresponding to
the fundamental weight of node 1 of the E10 Dynkin diagram in figure 1. We give the
decomposition of this representation with respect to SL(2, R)×E8 at low levels in table 2.
From this table we see that there is again agreement between the representations of the
constraints at low levels and the tensors contained in the L(Λ1) representation. At higher
levels there appear extra representations, some of which can probably be interpreted
as recurrences (higher order gradients) of the constraints encountered before but this
explanation seems incomplete and therefore we have partly left the interpretation open.

We note that it is to be expected that the constraints only form a representation of
a Borel subgroup E+

10 ⊂ E10 rather than of the whole E10 since explicit calculations of
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Level ℓ SL(2, R) × E8 representation Interpretation

1 (2, 1) Diffeomorphism constraint

2 (1, 248) Gauss constraint

3 (2, 1) Spatial constancy of θ

(2, 3875) Spatial constancy of Θ̃MN

(2, 248) Spatial constancy of ΘM (trombone)?

4 (1, 147250) Quadratic constraint
(3, 30380) Quadratic constraint of trombone?
(1, 30380) ?
(3, 3875) Quadratic constraint of trombone?

2 × (1, 3875) Quadratic constraint
2 × (3, 248) Quadratic constraint of trombone?
2 × (1, 248) Recurrence of Gauss?

(3, 1) Quadratic constraint of trombone?
(1, 1) Recurrence of θ?

Table 2: SL(2, R) × E8 decomposition of L(Λ1) highest weight representation of E10.

the transformation of the diffeomorphism constraint show that it is not annihilated by
elements of the conjugate subgroup E−

10 [14].9

5 Discussion and outlook

In this paper we explored the E10/supergravity correspondence for the case of gauged
supergravity. Apart from the inclusion of spatial gradients and/or mass parameters
discussed in the literature so far, this provides additional insights into the interpretation
of part of the higher-level representations within E10. As has been found before, in
general dimensions D there are (D − 1)-forms whose representations coincide with those
of consistent gaugings in supergravity. Moreover, here we found that the quadratic
constraint of gauged supergravity belongs to the same highest weight representation of
E10 as the diffeomorphism constraint (but, we repeat, the constraints transform properly
only under the Borel part E+

10 of that representation). In contrast, in the E11 approach the
D-form Lagrangian multiplier for this constraint arises as one of the higher-level fields.
While at a purely kinematical level the Kac-Moody algebras E10 and E11 therefore encode
gauged supergravity, the sigma model theory discussed in this paper allows, in addition,
to check the correspondence at the level of dynamics.

Most remarkably, we find that the equations of motion of gauged supergravity (here
for the example of three space-time dimensions) adapted to a one-dimensional language
can in part be matched to the E10 equations, even though the latter have a priori a rather
different form. For one thing, the absence of gauge-covariant derivatives on the E10 side
agrees with the supergravity expressions, once the gauge-fixing condition At

M = 0, which

9Here, the ± superscripts on E10 should not be confused with further Kac–Moody extensions of E10

but refer to Borel subgroups generated by positive and negative level generators, respectively.
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is inevitable for the comparison, has been imposed. Moreover, in spite of the fact that
on the E10 side all fields appear with a ‘kinetic’ term, the (truncated) duality relation
between vectors and scalars expected from supergravity naturally follows via integrating
the one-dimensional equations of motion. Finally, the embedding tensor automatically
appears as an integration constant in the right representation. In this sense, none of the
essential ingredients of gauged supergravity have to be introduced by hand, but rather
they naturally follow from the E10 sigma model.

Irrespective of these promising observations, there remain mismatches at higher levels,
which prohibit a full agreement between supergravity and the E10 model. One finds
systematically that while in supergravity the combination GMN + ηMN appears, the
corresponding equations on the E10 side only contain GMN . Similarly, the scalar potential
is not fully reproduced by E10. This is due to the fact that in supergravity the scalar
potential is indefinite [33], while the corresponding 2-forms appearing in the E10 coset
model necessarily enter with a positive-definite kinetic term. The latter is somewhat
reminiscent to a discrepancy encountered in higher dimensions, once spatial gradients
are introduced as the duals of higher-level fields.

In total we are led to conclude that further insights are required in order to understand
the precise relation between supergravity theories and the E10 sigma model. It would be
interesting to see whether modifications and/or extensions of the E10 model are possible
to compensate for the present mismatches. We note that mismatches already occur
before comparing to gauged supergravity and so an ultimate resolution of the present
discrepancies must await a better understanding of the basic picture.
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A Conventions for E8

Our conventions for E8 are as in [7]. The Lie algebra e8 is generated by tM, with
M,N , . . . = 1, . . . , 248 denoting the adjoint indices, and bracket [tM, tN ] = fMN

KtK.
Specifically, e8 can be defined according to its so(16) decomposition,

[tIJ , tKL] = 4δJKtIL , (A.1)

[tIJ , tA] = −1
2
ΓIJ

ABtB ,

[tA, tB] = 1
4
ΓIJ

ABtIJ .

Here I, J, . . . = 1, . . . , 16 are SO(16) vector indices, while A, B, . . . = 1, . . . , 128 label
spinor indices. The adjoint indices split according to A = ([IJ ], A), where we employ
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the convention that summation over the antisymmetric [IJ ] is accompanied by a factor
of 1

2
. The spinor generators are defined by ΓI

AȦΓJ
BȦ = δIJδAB + ΓIJ

AB. Like any other
Kac-Moody algebra, e8 admits an invariant Cartan-Killing form, which in the SO(16)
decomposition (A.1) reads

ηAB = δAB , ηIJ KL = −2δIKδJL. (A.2)

Accordingly, in the totally antisymmetric structure constants

f IJ KLMN = −f IJ KL
MN = 8δIKδJ

MδL
N

f IJ A B = −fIJ
A B = −1

2
ΓIJ

AB

(A.3)

we can freely raise and lower indices. We recall that we use the convention that the right
hand side is always to be antisymmetrized in the same way as the left hand side. The E8

structure constants and the Killing form are related by the identity fAB
CfABD = −60ηCD,

which implies fABCfABC = −14880. We also frequently use the relation

E−1tME = EMAtA (A.4)

for the adjoint matrix E ∈ E8, which can be easily checked by use of the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula (2.44).

The tensor product of two adjoint representations decomposes as

248 × 248 = 1 + 248 + 3875 + 27000 + 30380, (A.5)

and the corresponding projectors have the components [31]

(P1)AB
CD = 1

248
ηABηCD,

(P248)AB
CD = − 1

60
fE

ABfCD
E ,

(P3875)AB
CD = 1

7
δ(A

CδB)
D − 1

56
ηABηCD − 1

14
fE

A
(CfEB

D),

(P27000)AB
CD = 6

7
δ(A

CδB)
D + 3

217
ηABηCD + 1

14
fE

A
(CfEB

D),

(P30380)AB
CD = δ[A

CδB]
D + 1

60
fE

ABfCD
E . (A.6)

Elsewhere in the paper, we have dropped the subscript on P3875. Splitting the indices, we
get the following identities for a tensor T̃AB that transforms in the 3875 representation:

T̃A IJ = −1
6
ΓIK

ABT̃B JK = 1
26

ΓIJKL
ABT̃B KL,

T̃ IJ KL = 3
7
δIKT̃ JM LM − T̃ IK JL,

T̃AB = 1
96

ΓIJKL
ABT̃ IJ KL. (A.7)

The two equations in the first line are equivalent. The last equation can be inverted to

ΓIJKL
ABT̃AB = 32 T̃ [IJ KL]. (A.8)

We also note that T̃ IJ IJ = T̃AA = 0.
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B Level decomposition of E10

To determine the E10 commutation relation (2.18), we needed to identify the Cheval-
ley generators, which are the 30 elements hi, ei, fi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 10) that satisy the
Chevalley-Serre relations (2.2) and (2.3). We let any x ∈ e8 have the components xA in
the tA basis, x = xAtA. Then we get

e1 = K1
2, e2 = (−fθ)AE2

BηAB, ei = (ei)AtA,

h1 = K1
1 − K2

2, h2 = (−hθ)AtA − K1
1, hi = (hi)AtA,

f1 = K2
1, f2 = (−eθ)AF2

A, fi = (fi)AtA, (B.1)

for i = 3, 4, . . . , 10. Here θ (not to be confused with the singlet embedding tensor)
denotes the highest root of e8, with the corresponding step operators eθ, fθ and Cartan
element hθ. We have

hθ = 2h3 + 3h4 + 4h5 + 5h6 + 6h7 + 4h8 + 2h9 + 3h10 (B.2)

and we get

K1
1 = −hθ − h2, K2

2 = −hθ − h2 − h1, K = −2hθ − 2h2 − h1. (B.3)

By inserting (B.1) into (2.2) and using (2.15), we see that the Chevalley relations [hi, ej] =
Aijej and [hi, fj] = −Aijfj are indeed satisfied. For the remaining relations to hold,
[ei, fj ] = δijhi, we must have

[Ea
A, Fb

B] = δa
bfA

B
Ct

C + δA
BKa

b − δA
Bδa

bK, (B.4)

where we have set K = Ka
a = K1

1 + K2
2. The relations (2.17) and (2.18) can then be

inverted to

E = 1
248

εabη
AB[Ea

A, Eb
B],

EAB = 1
2
εab[E

a
A, Eb

B] − 1
496

εabηABηCD[Ea
C, Eb

D],

Eab
A = 1

60
fA

BC[Ea
B, Eb

C], (B.5)

F = − 1
248

εabηAB[Fa
A, Fb

B],

FAB = −1
2
εab[Fa

A, Fb
B] + 1

496
εabηABηCD[Fa

C, Fb
D],

Fab
A = 1

60
fA

BC[Fa
B, Fb

C], (B.6)

tA = − 1
120

fAB
C[E

a
B, Fa

C], Ka
b = 1

248
([Ea

A, Fb
A] − δa

b[E
c
A, Fc

A]). (B.7)

The remaining nonzero commutation relations follow from the Jacobi identity,

[E, Fa
A] = −1

2
εabη

ABEb
B, [F, Ea

A] = 1
2
εabηABFb

B,

[Eab
A, Fc

B] = −δa
cfA

BCEb
C, [Fab

A, Ec
B] = −δc

af
A
BCFb

C ,

[EAB, Fa
C] = −14εabPAB

CDEb
D, [FAB, Ea

C] = 14εab
P
AB

CDFb
D, (B.8)
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[EAB, F CD] = 2fC
AEf

ED
FfF

BGt
G − 4δA

CfD
BE t

E − 14PAB
CDK,

[Eab
A, Fcd

B] = fA
B
Ct

C + 2δA
B(δa

cK
b
d − δa

cδ
b
dK), [E, F ] = −K. (B.9)

Here we have used that εacεcb = −δa
b with our conventions. Using the invariance of the

Cartan-Killing form, we have

−1
4
〈[Ea

A, Eb
B]|[Fc

C, Fd
D]〉 = (31P(1,1) + 15P(3,248) + 7P(1, 3875))

ab
cd

CD
AB, (B.10)

where P(1,1), P(3,248) and P(1, 3875) are the projectors corresponding to the SL(2, R)×E8

representations at level ℓ = 2 (cf. Table 1). Explicitly,

P(1,1)
ab

cd
CD

AB = δa
[cδ

b
d]P1

CD
AB,

P(3,248)
ab

cd
CD

AB = δa
(cδ

b
d)P248

CD
AB,

P(1,3875)
ab

cd
CD

AB = δa
[cδ

b
d]P3875

CD
AB, (B.11)

where the E8 projectors P1, P248 and P3875 [31] were already given in (A.6).
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